
ADDICTION
ARE YOU HELPING OR HURTING?

Bailing them out
Giving them money even when you
know in your heart where it’s going.
Driving to get their drugs or alcohol
so they won’t drive themselves or be
in pain
Detoxing them in the house
Holding onto their pills and giving
them out on a schedule to wean them
Giving drug tests at home
Regularly condicting room searches
Paying their attorney’s fees
Asking them why they can’t just “suck
it up” and “have some willpower”

Attempting to remove friends or
significant others who you believe are
a bad influence
Arguing with your spouse over how to
handle this or even getting divorced
Calling doctors to get them to stop
writing prescriptions
Going through their Facebook page
hunting for their drug dealers
Messaging the drug dealers
Paying off drug dealers
Following them to see where they are
going, installing tracking devices
Lecturing them when they’re high

Are you guilty of any of these common mistakes
when responding to a loved one’s addiction?

If you can check 3 or more of these signs, read our enclosed ebook or sign up for our webinar. 

Signs Your Help May be Hurting Your Loved One...
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Every first weekend of the month, we gather in a room and embark on the journey to make sense of the 
unfathomable. Families shuffle in one after the other. Some wear sadness on their shoulders while others 
wear anger on their face. They are all at different emotional points. Some have been shattered by years of 
drug and alcohol addiction. Others have felt blindsided, having no idea their loved one was even using 

drugs. But the one thing they have in common is the one question they will all ask at one point or another during 
the weekend: “What is the difference between helping and hurting?”

Is it the fine line we have been told it is? Can you really do one thing one day and have it help and do the same 
thing on another day and have it hurt? Well, yes and no. The truth is, it’s not so much a checklist of do’s and don’ts. 
Perhaps a better question would be…”Am I doing what I believe in or am I trying to control the disease?”

You see, most of us stopped doing what we believe in a very long time ago. We replaced that with doing what we 
thought may keep our loved one’s alive instead. 

Addiction is the only thing that will make you lose your common sense. 

I have been told story after story during the family weekend, where Moms talk about how they drove their son to 
get drugs so he wouldn’t be sick. 

Families have detoxed their kids in the back bedroom.

Wives have offered marijuana to their Husbands because they prefer that over pills.

Dad’s have drank with sons, because it’s better than their boy doing Heroin.

The dangerous road to enabling is lined with broken eggshells. We are all walking on them. All of the time.

http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
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We become afraid to say the wrong thing because we think it will make our loved one want to get high. So, we 
bite our tongue. Or we take the opposite approach and believe we can lecture the addiction into submission.

Obviously, we cannot control addiction and in our right minds, we know this. But again, we lost our right minds 
a long time ago.

So, here you are now. Searching for answers. And while we are prepared to give them to you, we want to gently 
remind you that the answers already lie within you. They are in your GUT. When you are about to do that thing 
you don’t want to do (give money, drag them out of that house) and your GUT says, “This is the wrong thing to do.” 

But we bypass that GUT because FEAR takes over. So, instead of acting from what we believe in, we act from fear 
instead.

What if you truly believed you had no control over the addiction? What decisions would you make?

I know the illusion of control is a hard delusion to break. And I know that first hand.

My Dad never drove anywhere without a Miller Lite between his legs. We lived right on the border of West Virginia 
and Pennsylvania in Coal Country. All the roads were very windy and there were no guard rails. To a 6 year old, it 
looks like you are driving along a coast of cliffs. 

I remember always feeling 
scared in the back seat. My 
Dad had a habit. He would 
open the Beer can, lift his 
eyes to the roof of the car 
and down his beer. Now, I’m 
not sure how long his eyes 
were actually off of the road, 
but it felt like a hundred 
years.

So, I developed a system to 
save us. I had an imaginary 
steering wheel, an imaginary 
brake and gas pedal. And I 
would steer the car for my 
Dad from the back seat. And 
it ALWAYS worked from my 
perspective.

So, naturally, I controlled the universe and I started to try to control his drinking outside of the car.

Sometimes, I would line up the beer cans, making kind of a “house of beers”. I thought if he could just see how 
much he was drinking, he would stop. 

He liked to hide his vodka in the toilet tank. I guess he thought no one would look there. But anyone who has ever 
been on a mission to hide all the alcohol from the alcoholic knows no stone will be unturned, including yucky 
toilets.

I would dump the bottles out. Sometimes, I’d put them back, empty. I thought I would shame him into quitting by 
saying I KNEW what he was up to. 

Other times, I tried to control everyone else in the house. I tried to keep my siblings quiet. I thought that if they 
just behaved, my Dad wouldn’t need to drink.

http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
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I thought if the house was clean enough he would be happier and not need to drink. 

Obviously, I know now that alcoholics don’t drink because the house is messy, they drink because they’re actively 
alcoholic.

Intellectually, we KNOW this. But the greatest gap in happiness is between knowing and doing.

When we continue to try and control the addict, it leaves us feeling a myriad of emotions:

 	Inadequate (I’m not enough to make them stop)

 	Sad

	 	Resentful (Don’t they know everything 
  I go thorough?

 	Unlovable (if they loved me more,  
  they’d stop)

 	Irate (I can’t believe they do this TO ME)

Addiction is a far more complex animal to understand. 
But once you understand it, it sets you free. During 
the Family Program, we explain how love has nothing 
to do with it. It’s inspiring to watch the families come  
to terms with the fact that you can’t love an addict into 
wellness. 

So, you may be asking, “If I can’t control it? What is  
my role?”

First let’s talk about what your role is NOT. 

These are dangerous roles we play:

 	Counselor

 	Therapist

 	Sponsor

 	Coach

 	Treatment Center

 	Halfway House Owner

 	Sober Living Director

 	Detox Nurse

 	A Bank

 	A Drug Dealer (lending your pills)

http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
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If you are playing one of these roles, chances are you are trying to control the addiction. This is HURTING. Why is 
it hurting? Because you are unqualified for the job!

Lovingly I tell you that you have no business acting as a treatment center! And the only place for an active addict 
or alcoholic IS a treatment center.

So, if you are not any of these things, what are you?

You are a:

 	Mother

 	Father

 	Wife

 	Sister

 	Brother

 	Aunt

 	Uncle

 	Grandparent

 	Child

 	Husband

 	Wife

 	Friend

http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
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Learning to get back to the place where you are acting as your original role can be tough. Especially if your loved 
one happens to be your child. You may be saying, “Ok, I won’t be a treatment center, I will just be a Mother.”

But your “child” is 36! What kind of Mother will you be to a 36 year old?

Too many of us are trying to parent the disease. And let’s be honest. Can you parent a 36 year old? No! Not if you 
want them to be a self-sufficient, well adjusted, healthy, independent human being.

But why do we do this? Why do we take in our 36 year olds and try to solve their problems? 

GUILT.

Somewhere during the addiction we decided this was our fault. And many of the enabling behaviors we engage 
in are born of trying to alleviate the self-imposed guilt we feel. Another thing families learn in the family program 
is that it’s not their fault.

Did you do everything right? NO!

Did you do everything wrong? NO!

Let me tell you a story of sisters.

T     here were two little girls who were born into a very dysfunctional family. The Dad was a raging alcoholic 
and the Mom was a Borderline Personality (I love you/I hate you)

They were physically abused, mentally abused, and verbally assaulted on a regular basis. The message they 
received was, “You are NOT good enough. You shouldn’t have been born. I hate you. You are worthless. You 

deserve to be hurt.”

http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
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These little girls grow up.

One girl, let’s call her Sarah, grows up to be a woman who seeks out abusive relationships. She has no one she can 
count on. She hates herself. She drinks to cope with her terrible life.

The other Sister, let’s call her Jane, grows up to become a woman who excels in school. She marries a man who 
loves and supports her, and she teaches self-worth to young girls.

When you ask these two little girls why they turned out the way they did. What do you think they will tell you?

YES! The SAME thing, “”It’s the way I grew up!”

Sarah will say, “I pick men who beat me because my Mom beat me. And I drink because my Dad was an alcoholic.”

And Jane will say, “I don’t drink because my Dad was an alcoholic and I teach self-esteem because I was beaten 
and deep down I knew I deserved better.”

You see, we can suffer from bad experiences in life. But that does not guarantee we will become addicted. We all 
get addicted the same way: Training.

Most people still teach that it’s in your blood. If your dad was an alcoholic, you’ll be an alcoholic.

Every single person on the planet has the addiction gene. And less that 2% of the population is born addicted. 
Those babies go through the withdrawal. The rest of us turn on our addiction gene. What turns it on? Habit.

When we teach this piece in the family program, people are so relieved to know that they didn’t create this 
problem. And it frees them from doing some of the enabling behavior out of guilt.

Once Families learn that information, they usually say something like, “Well then, if I can’t control it and I didn’t 
create it, I’m glad they’re here at Palm Healthcare getting fixed.” 

The funny thing is, no one is fixing anything. Treatment is most always necessary to start the path to recovery. But 
recovery itself is a life long process.

Think of it this way. Did you ever set out to lose weight on a diet program? I’m sure many of us have done so and 
successfully reached our goals! Let’s say someone lost 100 pounds! Wow! What a feat! They must have worked 
very hard! Do they get to relax now? Are they fixed? Is the work over? 

NO. Weight management is something they will likely have to be dedicated to forever.

And what about someone who has Cancer? If they go through Chemo and Radiation are they done? Are they 
fixed? No! Cancer is in remission and it’s something they will have to continue to be aware of! 

And now, the question begs: who does the work? 

THEY DO! No one else can do it for them.

Many families want to know what the specific work is. And every client is on their OWN road to recovery. So they 
will be in charge of figuring out what they need to do in order to stay well. 

http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
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Of course there are specific ways like attend treatment followed by  AA or NA meetings. Find a Sponsor, attend a 
Home Group, see a therapist, look into an IOP Program, or hire a life coach. 

But ultimately, it is your loved one who will be doing the work of staying well.

It’s at this point that many family members ask, “What if my loved one doesn’t want to get well. Do they have to 
want it?”

On some level I suppose it helps to want something to do it. But in reality, we don’t always want to do what’s best 
for us. We just have to do it and do it consistently. 

Think again of the gym. Many days one may not feel like working out, but if they work out in spite of themselves, 
they will still get the result. So, you don’t really have to WANT it. You just have to DO it and do it consistently.

http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
http://palmhealthcare.com/intensive-outpatient-program/
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By now, in the Family Program, light bulbs are going off and people are starting to feel liberated. They understand 
they can’t control the addiction. They know they didn’t cause it, and they know their loved one is the one who will 
have to do the work to stay sober.

And then, something happens. They start to wonder what they will do now. So much of their time has been spent 
obsessing about their loved one. They have laid awake countless nights in fear. Their marriages are on the rocks 
because of constant arguments and division over what to do and what not to do. Their health is suffering, they too 
have become sick. And now they understand the concept of this being a family disease.

Everyone is impacted. And the question of what to do now is a real one that deserves some serious attention. 
Any time you learn a new skill, you will have to consistently practice it. Or you too will run the risk of relapsing to 
enabling.

What program are you committed to working, so that you become strong and healthy?

What are you willing to do for yourself, so that you can refuel? 

We encourage you to attend Al-Anon, free meetings designed to get support.

We also encourage you to participate in our online Family Program. 

Get Help and Call Our
Free 24 Hour Helpline

888-895-4364

http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/
http://palmhealthcarefamily.com/help/


We hope you have found this information helpful and we are honored to be a part of your journey.

Lovingly,

Heidi and Dug McGuirk

Creators and Facilitators of the Family Program


